
Part Three: Little Bit Long WaY

Ghapter I (PP'159-88)

Summary: Robyn and Eddie become friends; they stay with Glendle at

Pipatyatiara; Robyn invites Eddie to continue with her to Warburton;

Rick reioins them.

ln an unusual representation of the positive power of human company'

Robyn is overjoyed by her time with Eddie' and also desperate to meet

and talk with Glendle, the community adviser at the next settlement'

Although temporarily content, she has Iost touch with her usual measures

of normality, and isn't sure whether she has gone'crazy'or not (p'161)'

Her contact with Glendle provides comfort' reassurance and rejuvenation'

However, once again Robyn experiences the difficulty of race relations in

the outback: despite his good relationship with the locals' Glendle struggles

with the fact that'no white person can fully enter Aboriginal reality'and'

for those who try, there are conflicts of interest and responsibility (p'i63)'

Robyn's time spent travelling with Eddie is portrayed as a highlight of

her trip, despite her having to adjust her expectations and mental state in

order to function at Eddie's pace She feels welcomed by other lndigenous

people they meet, and she and Eddie share a contempt for the tourists they

encounter when forced to travel by road'

As the time approaches when they will meet up with Rick at Warburton'

Robyn is torn between loyalty to Eddie and responsibility to Rick' as she

(accurately) predrcts the two wrll be incompatible' This symbolises Robyn's

two worlds: her need for independence and the purity of the desert (Eddie)'

yet an equal need for f inancial support and other connections with the Western

world of her origins (Rick)'

and Eddie sums
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Part Four: 0n the Far Side

Ghapter t t (PP.227-44)

Summary: Robyn decides to end the trip; she is hiiacked by reporters;

Rick arrives again; they stay in Wiluna'

Lonely and even afraid without Diggity, Robyn feels the journey has 'reached

some psychological conclusion' @'227), but before she can end the trip she

is met by dreaded reporters and photographers' who have learned of the story'

An lndigenous tracker lies to them to avoid revealing Robyn's whereabouts'

signalling the respect she has earned from the locals' Rick arrives and

even arranges a visit from Jenny and Toly' lt is somewhat ironic that' in the

attempts to hide from the onslaught of human interest' what most comforts

Robyn at this point - unlike at many other points in her journey - is human

company. After so much frustration with Rick for his incursions into her trip'

Robyn describes these weeks with him as 'easy and pleasanl' (p'242)'

A Compare Robyn's loneliness with Charlie's solitude in the film'

How do their experiences differ? ln what ways are they alike?

Chapter 12 (PP .245-54)
Summary: Zeleika becomes very itt; they rest the camels at Dalgety

station; Robyn takes the camels by herself to Woodleigh' where they

are reioined by Rick; they complete the iourney'

As her trip reaches its conclusion, Robyn still f aces challenge after challenge:

first Zeleika's weakness, then the possibility of being besieged by reporters'

When the camels are weak, so close to the end of the journey' it is again

humble station people who are generous and prove to be Robyn's saviours'

This is interesting, since human contact is one of the things Robyn has been

so keen to avoid for much of the trip'

Her arrival at the ocean is strangely anticlimactic' and the description of

the end of her journey occupies only a few pages' reminding us that her

endeavour was less about the feat of achievement than about the experiences

along the waY'

0 What doyou think Robyn means by'lwas no purist' $'249)?
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